


U i th D DVDUpon opening the Deegam DVD, you 
are met with 4 file folders which will 
b i d i dbe reviewed in reverse order:

Archive
HandbookHandbook
Profiles
Reports



REPORTSREPORTS
This folder lists, with a 
comprehensive index, 
each of the Deegameach of the Deegam 
Reports which has been 
published on a quarterly 
basis in pdf formatbasis in .pdf format 
from dgr63 (Aug 2005) 
to the most current 
issue as of the date that 
your individual DVD 
order was placed.



Future reports are free onlineFuture reports are free online 
to the subscriber requiring 
only the subscriber’s own PIN

h dThese reports provide new 
issue information, recent 
discoveries regarding older 
issues catalogue entries &issues, catalogue entries & 
profiles of issues since the 
last report, a column about 
what’s “In the Pipeline” fromwhat s In the Pipeline  from 
Royal Mail, and current Q&A 
correspondence, if any.



Reports
ProfilesProfiles



The Profiles folder contains several 
pdf files with such titles as Types &.pdf files with such titles as Types & 

Settings, Regionals, NVI’s and many 
more; each of which contains 

literally 100’s of detailed profiles of 
i ll i f M hivirtually every variety of Machin 

stamp at Levels 1, 2 & 3.
As an example of the depth of this 
topic, it should be noted that thetopic, it should be noted that the 
2½p magenta, issued 1971-1977, 

represents 135 individual and 
distinct profiles at Level 3

The topic of MACHIN PROFILES
is beyond the scope of this 

presentation, and should be 
covered in depth separately



Basically however ‘Profiles’Basically however, Profiles  
details each individual Machin by 

printer, colour, paper & gum 
type, ‘head’ type, phosphor type 
including number of bands, bandincluding number of bands, band 

width, placement, colour and 
style, value type & setting, 

direction of print, and its source 
(sheet with cylinder number, coil, ( y , ,

miniature sheet or specific 
booklet pane by number)

Each ‘profile’ is created so as to 
b i t d i t l i & d t ilbe printed in actual size & detail, 
including size and placement of 
perforations and the ellipse, if 

applicable



R tReports
ProfilesProfiles
Handbook



‘Clicking’ on the 
heading of Handbook g
brings up this screen.    

A number of options 
appear, but the two 
most important and 
useful tabs for quick,useful tabs for quick, 
efficient use of this 
catalogue are:





This folder brings upThis folder brings up 
over 120 .pdf files; 
one for each Machinone for each Machin 

value plus 

the pre-decimals,the pre decimals, 
double heads, NVI’s 

as well as several 
miscellaneous files

Let’s look at DG60Let s look at DG60



The opening page for each 
value shows the colourvalue shows the colour 
varieties printed over 

green, indicating Level 1. 
This page also details theThis page also details the 

postal duties and the 
dates of use.  

In addition, it highlightsIn addition, it highlights 
the various printers, 

printing methods 

(in blue indicating Level 2)(in blue indicating Level 2)
and each of the ‘head’ 
types that were used to 

print this value.print this value.



continuing under the 6p 
value, page 2 illustrates, and 
briefly describes the various 

l l d ivalue types, placed in 
relation to the image ‘bust’. 

These items and theThese items, and the 

Head Types on the previous 
page are printed over yellow 
and fall into Level 3 as doand fall into Level 3, as do 
the more detailed listings 

which follow on the 
subsequent pagessubsequent pages



As with each value, the 
next page uses thenext page uses the 
Deegam value settings 
matrix to illustrate each 
known value positioning.g

The catalogue then lists 
the original colour and 
applies the basic Deegamapplies the basic Deegam 
number; in this case 
DG60.1, gives the 
paper/gum, followed bypaper/gum, followed by 
phosphor information, 
the printer and printing 
method.  Again, printing 
in blue indicates Level 2



DG60.1.1 details VALUE TYPE/ 
HEAD TYPE DOP (di ti f i t)HEAD TYPE, DOP (direction of print), 

source, cylinder number, any 
notes and finally, date of issue 
or date of first use, followed by 
a general valuation code 
(explained in Chapter 1)

When any piece of the primary y p p y
information (printed in blue) 
changes, a new Deegam number 
is generated.  In this case, a 
paper and gum changepaper and gum change 
necessitated the new number, 
DG60.2.1, and similarly 
DG60.3.1  Note that both of 
these stamps had a change of 
value setting, as well. (T1d)



Continuing with the 6p 
value the next pagevalue, the next page 
provides additional listing 
numbers reflecting major 
changes, but look at the 

b f L l 3number of Level 3 
notations for this one value 
alone

At Level 3, collectors may 
choose to disregard any 
area of little or no personal 
interest; areas such asinterest; areas such as 
misplaced or incomplete 
phosphor bands (not to be 
confused with phosphor 
b d i i lt th )bands missing altogether)



… again, with the same 6p 
value page when the readervalue page, when the reader 
places the cursor over the 
Source notation and ‘clicks’, 
he is taken to a detailed 
listing of sources.  If the 
source indicates a booklet 
pane with a DP number, or a 
miniature sheet with an MSminiature sheet with an MS 
number, clicking on that 
item takes the reader to a 
full colour image of the pane 
or sheet with more detailed 
information.

Let’s click on booklet pane 
DP24 at DG60.4.4



B li ki thBy clicking on the source, 
DP24, the reader is taken 
immediately to an illustration 
of that booklet pane and its p
associated notations.  In this 
case, the only source for this 
item is a 10p vending machine 
bookletbooklet.

Additionally the remarks here 
indicate that the direction of 
print is both left and right, and 
further, that a miscut booklet 
DP24m exists with the 6p 
value on the rightvalue on the right



Reports
P filProfiles
HandbookHandbook
Archive



This is an interesting collection ofThis is an interesting collection of 
pieces, Machin related, gathered and 
saved in .pdf format.  
These include articles about theThese include articles about the 
various printers, an interview with 
author, DGA (Doug) Myall, a club 
membership application and a section p pp
on Myall’s involvement with the pre-
Machin, ‘Wilding’ GB definitives.



This is a brief overview of 
the DEEGAM CATALOGUE 
which is without question,which is without question, 
the finest, most 
comprehensive reference 
manual on the topic of the 
MACHIN definitive postageMACHIN definitive postage 
stamp series. 
It is written in such a way as 
to ease the newcomer into 
the hobby initially at Level 1, 
while offering the guidance 
and encouragement to 
gradually move up into Levelgradually move up into Level 
2 and perhaps into Level 3


